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A forum for discerning the role
and position of the Coast Guard
system to national security
Avidly participated by lawmakers, scholars and experts,

and agency representatives with enthusiastic input

The state of briefing presented by Maritime Promotion Counsel CEO Syu Huei-you
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T he Executive Yuan Coast Guard Administration has called upon a

“Forum for the role and position of the Coast Guard system to

national security” at 15:00 on March 2, 2005, at the Administration’s

No.1 conference room, where the Coast Guard Administration has ex-

tended invitations to the lawmakers Zhuai Hua-mi, Lee Jun-yi, and Lu

Shu-fang; the scholars and experts Prof. Oong Ming-shien and Prof.

Zhong Jien; Executive Yuan Anti-terrorism MovementMonitoring Of-

fice Director Kuo Lin-wu, Bureau of national security division Deputy

Director Huang Rong-tiao, Department of Defense division Director Lee

Jeh-jia and so forth to join the meeting.  The forum is presided by Coast

Guard Administration Minister Syu Huei-you, who not only extends

gratitude for the distinguished participants’ taking the time to attend

the forum, and has also stated the followings :

As a newly formed unit with its personnel of varied background

coming from the military, police and civil servants, the Coast Guard

Administration not only has not had a chance to form its organization

culture but the impending change that it faces only brings more uncer-
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-
The state of participant speaking out - the Legislative
Yuan lawmakers Shuai Hua-min

The state of a topical report delivered by Ching
Hwa university professor Chung Chien
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tainty to what the future has in store.  In response to which, it not only

moves to push for a number of duty projects of late, but has also focus

on tracking the very core of some of the major cases taking to a reversal

checck mode in an attempt to identify duty chink, improve duty

loopholes, as well as allocate crackdown bonuses to elementary level

agent, aiming to highlight a clear-cut reward/reprimand system that

bypasses bonus sharing at the Administration headquarters and its

General Bureau which serves to reward the achieves and penalize the

incompetent.  Under the stepped-up disciplinary enforcement, the state

of illicit conducts has significantly improved, demonstrating a deter-

ring yield.  The Administration is actively developing a “Regional re-

sponsibility scheme” that anticipates to integrate coastline-maritime

administration delegation, enforce a coastline-maritime combined ori-

entation by taking to an streamlined Coast Guard patrol duty develop-

ment that would poise to achieve a uniformed command policy de-

mand and to excel maximum duty yield using the most economic

manpower.

As sea territorial law enforcement remains inextricably tied to in-

land security, the Coast Guard Administration’s maritime service func-

tion is also expanding over time, which puts issues such as what kind

of a more active role it needs to play, does its current equipment alloca-

tions suffice to carry out the missions, as well as how best it could se-

cure and expand its equipment allocations in terms of how it serves to

enforce national security missions in the future.  For instance, many

-
The state of participant speaking out – the Legislative
Yuan lawmakers Lee Jun-yi

-
The state of participant speaking out – the Legislative
Yuan lawmakers Lu Shu-yen
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often question as to why the Coast Guard Administration tend to allo-

cate its counterforce along the coastline rather than at sea, or how its

rally for developing a Coast Guard aerial dynamic has failed to garner

sufficient support, which highlight a crucial focus in that the sooner the

Coast Guard Administration is defined with a clear role, the smoother

it would be for the agency to secure relevant budgets, equipment and

manpower that it needs to carry out mission logistics.  Nevertheless,

the agency’s position issue certainly goes beyond internal discussions

at the agency but rather through a plenary forum that could bring forth

more constructive input from the viewpoint of the scholars and experts

with a less biased view.

At the forum, the attending lawmakers, scholars and experts have

participated with enthusiasm, contributing their generous input toward

the development and position of the Coast Guard system to the entire

nation, which consists of working recommendations presented by Prof.

Zhong Chien, director Kuo Lin-wu, deputydirector Huang Rong-tiao;

tips for collaborating with Department of Defense by lawmaker Zhuai

Hua-ming; and a number of constructive recommendations from law-

makers Lu Shu-yen and Lee Jun-yi.  To which, Administration Minister

Syu Huei-you has acknowledge them to be the focus of the agency’s

future endeavor.  At last, as a subordinate agency to the Executive Yuan’s

Maritime Promotion Council, Syu Huei-you also states that the agency

has plans to launch a series of campaigns in support of the “2005 Tai-

wan Maritime Year”, including the Maritime Security #3 drill, and

others, who urges the lawmakers, scholars and experts to continue sup-

porting the agency.

2005

The participants calling the
Administration’s duty command center




